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pened to the well if left to its fate. And its depth as measured
by me was 80 feet—16 or 17 fathoms according to the Arab
reckoning. Out of curiosity I measured the span between
the finger tips of the outstretched arms of Abu Ja'sha as
typical of the normal in our party. It was exactly 5 feet
6 inches, from which I reckoned that the Arab fathom1 may
be taken as meaning about five feet. To my intense surprise
the camels, turned out to graze, made straight for the well to
congregate round it patiently while the men opened it up.
And then, as the bucket went down and up to pour out the
liquid into the metal tray which was also our dinner dish, they
fought for the water, drinking greedily though they had been
fully watered only 36 hours before at Hafair. Their aston-
ishing thirst had been engendered by the salinity of the bitter2
pastures on the way. I commented on the phenomenon as
suggesting that the prospect of long, waterless marches before
us portended trouble with the camels. But wait, replied
'Ali, until they come to the Abal and Hadh of Al Bimal—it
will be better there and they will go many days without
water, but these bitter herbs make them thirsty.
My companions had wanted to halt short of the well and
there was some grumbling at my insistence on camping
actually on it for the barren delight of making my astrono-
mical observations on the exact spot. Admittedly the pas-
turage near the well was not as good as it had been further
back, but the animals had been cropping DJiumran,etc.9 all day
as they marched, while the morrow's march to Maqainama
would be a very short one and the following day we might
halt, as I would require as much time as possible to study the
geology and antiquities of the place. So we would gain on the
swings what we might have lost on the roundabouts. But
my companions had become querulous and fretful as the
ordeal of fasting and marching ever deeper into the unknown
lengthened out.
The well lay in a short length of valley half obscured by an
1	Qama or Bo?; Humaid's span, however, was 6 feet and 'Abdul Rahman's
5 feet 8J inches.
2	Collectively known as Hamudh and comprising Ghadha, Dhumran,
'Arrad, Shinan and Suwwad.

